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Abstract 

The economic situation highlights the significant role of the application of computer in 

human society since the 21st century, especially since 2015. This thesis probes into the 

security risk propagation of immune mechanism under complex network background. 

Focusing on the issue of network security under network background, the thesis deploys 

the analysis by adopting the mechanism model of immune mechanism, immunizing parts 

of the nodes, establishing stochastic immune mechanism of security risk and introducing 

stochastic immune mechanism propagation model of security risk. To further study the 

security risk propagation of immune mechanism under complex network background, the 

thesis presents the model rules, introduces the security risk acquaintance immune 

mechanism and establishes models of acquaintances immune mechanism. Finally, 

attributing to the simulation experiments, the simulation results, the characteristics of 

security risk propagation model, and the study of stochastic immune mechanism 

propagation model and acquaintance immune mechanism stochastic model, the thesis 

reaches the conclusion that at the initial stage of propagation, the die-out rate of the 

security risk is inversely proportional to the propagation rate.  

 

Keywords: complex networks, security risks, stochastic immune mechanism 

propagation model, acquaintance immune mechanism propagation model 

 

1. Introduction 

As for the complex network, initially scientists study always uses the network which is 

a formation of the point and the edge to abstract the complexity of real situation. But this 

method will have certain limitations that there is no way to explain the risk 

communication of immune mechanism. Until 1999, Barbra and Albert found a feature 

called scale-free networks. Which improved the characteristics of the complex network’s 

structure, including the delicate relationship between the various mechanical 

characteristics and the characteristics of the network structure? This paper can more 

practical use network theory to explain the risk propagation of immune mechanism.  

To meet the needs of development of the society, the perfection of current internet 

situation and the satisfaction of people’s hope for technological security, studies on 

security risk propagation of immune mechanism are becoming increasingly important [1]. 

In the aspect of immune mechanism, some scholars and professors, including Song 

Yurong, have proposed the stochastic immune mechanism and established models with 

immune mechanism after some studies under the presumption that some complex network 

malicious software may be spread by the cellular automata in real life. However, this 

model neglected the condition of health status. Based on the researches conducted by the 

former scholars, this study established security risk immune mechanism. And by referring 

to the above-mentioned two kinds of models, the thesis further studies and completes the 

issue of security risk propagation of immune mechanism under the complex network [2]. 
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2. Models of Security Risk Propagation based on Immune Mechanism 
 

2.1. Complex Networks 

A variety of network forms with high complexity exist in our life, including the 

interpersonal relationship network, the neural network within the body, telephone 

network, wireless network and the risk transmission network, all known as "complex 

network" which has become one of the important parts in the study of the important 

subject. Complex networks can have a variety of forms, such as a directed graph, 

weighted graph, etc. However, the structure has the similarity basically no matter how the 

method to indicate that. Complex networks can be divided into three types: small world 

networks, random networks and scale free networks. Watts defines the following 

topological features as small world characteristics: 









random

random

LL

CC
 

Where: C is clustering coefficient; L is the average distance network; subscripts means 

random network. 

Combining complex network cluster structure analysis to describe the intrinsic link 

between the various nodes of the immune mechanism security risk propagation. In this 

paper, we use directed graph to represent the mechanism of security risk propagation. 

There are many clustering methods for complex networks. In this paper, a variety of 

methods are listed in the form of graphs, and the classification is carried out, as shown in 

Figure 1: 
   

 

Figure 1. Classification Chart of Complex Network Clustering Algorithms 

2.2. Propagation Model of Stochastic Immune Mechanism 

(1) Mechanism analysis of the model 

The so-called stochastic immune mechanism refers to immunizing parts of the selected 

nodes, and then introducing the immunized nodes into security risk propagation model 

studied in this thesis under complex network circumstance. Among which, the node 

statuses are presented as follow: 
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Table 1. Node Status 

Classification of Node Status  Node Status 

Node Status One Health Status  eSusceptibl  

Node Status Two Infected Status  Infected  

Node Status Three Immune Status  movedRe  

(2) Propagation model of stochastic immune mechanism 

The transformation relations of the three node statuses are presented in Figure 2: 

 

 

Figure 2. Stochastic Transformation 

If any risk exists in the complicated network could be discovered from the 

transformation relations of the node statuses, Figure 1 shows the state of risks, that is 

health status  eSusceptibl , namely the risk state equals to 0; infected status 

 Infected means security risk existing in the node, namely the risk state is bidder than 0; 

immune status  movedRe  means no security risk existing in the environment of node, 

namely the infection problems of node have been avoided or prevented by relevant 

immune measures so as to realize the immune status[3]. The model constituted by these 

three node statuses is named as Propagation Model of Node’s Stochastic Immune 

Mechanism, shortened to as R-SIR-R Model. 

R-SIR-R Model is established on the basis of stochastic immune mechanism theory and 

the building mechanism of SIR model. The preconditions of the model establishment are 

presented as: 

①: at the starting stage of the propagation, every node shares the same propagation 

probability under the complicated network; 

②: the SIR Model acts as the reference model for the building of new models; 

③: in the condition of immunization, every node shares the same probability of 

immunizing after the avoidance or prevention of infection; 

④: the node may appear to be immunized, uninfected or healthy after immunizing[4]. 

Combining the former study achievements with practical situations, the S-SIR-R 

Model is established as follow: 

Given the three statuses of  eSusceptibl ,  Infected  and  movedRe , namely 

nodes’ three statuses of health, infected and immune, the R-SIR-R Model can be regarded 

as the Set M={(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)}, among which the four elements refer to the three 

statuses respectively[5]. The State Variables of Node i  in Time t are signified by the 
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Vector Quantity     QtBtB ii  . While the Vector Quantity  tBi  

is       tBtBtB iyixi , , which includes  tsix  and  tsiy , and the  tsix  represents the 

infection or uninfected status of the node in this part, while the  tsiy  shows that nodes in 

this part are immunized, hereafter leads to: 

 

 
 
 
 













None

movedti

Infectedti

eSusceptiblti

tBi

,1,1

Re,1,0

,0,1

,0,0

                                      (1) 

In the R-SIR-R Model, Time t refers to the related links between adjacency matrix 

and  tC  in the complex network so as to signify the relationships [6] of nodes in the 

Time t . Among them the Vector Quantity of the i  line in the Matrix  tA  represents that 

the neighbor Set Matrix of this node in the Time t  is  tN , 

namely         NjtCtatatN ijiji ....,2,1,|  . Among them, when   1taij , at the 

Time t  Node i  links with the network risk. 

The Transfer Function f  of three statuses was defined as: the constitution of transfer 

rules of three statuses in the R-SIR-R Model by two major sections. Firstly, when the 

Time 0t , namely in the initial status condition, every node would be stochastically 

immunized [7] at the same Probability y  in the complex network. 

The transformation rules of statuses are presented as follow: 

  00 ixB  

 









0,

0,1
0

go

g
Bix                                                       (2) 

The g in the formula refers to the judgment function of statuses transformation, which 

is:    

rg    

  refers to the random number generated in the range of  1,0 , its function lies in the 

figure comparison with Immunization Rate y  to generate the criterion for whether the 

Node i  shall be taken into immune conversion or not. 

The function of Formula (1) and Formula (2) lies in the judgment of whether the 

Node i  has been immunized in the state of trouble. In the Formula (2) 

      10,10,00  iiyix BBB , if the 
y

is bigger than r , namely Expression 0g , 

the Node i  has been immunized and it is in the status of immunize. However, if  

ry  , namely the Expression 0g , the Node i  is in the condition of pre-immune 

and it is in the status of health.        0,00,00,00  iiyix BBB  

Given the evolutionary stage of the secure network’s risk propagation, the thesis further 

puts forward the upgrade transformation rules to apply to the state of  0t . In the 

evolutionary stage of the security risk propagation of immune mechanism under complex 

network background, presumptions are proposed as follow: 

①: Node   is affecting its neighbors in the Probability   at any time period; 

②: Node   is recovering in the same probability at any time interval;  
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③: If the infected node would recover at next time period, then at this time period, the 

node gets immunized [8] in the Probability of  . 

The upgrade transformation rule is presented as follow; 
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If the Node i  is in immunize status at Time t , there exists    1,01 tBi , namely the 

node would stay immunization in later state once it is immunized. While if the Node i  is 

infected in Time t  , there exists    0,11 tBi , namely the node is infected to be in the 

state of infection [9]. 

yx gg , refers to judgment function of the status transformation, and the computing 

method is presented as follow: 

           tBatBg ix

im

ixx
i11                                (4) 

      1tBtBg ixisy                                               (5) 

The function to signify the number  tmi  of infected nodes neighboring Node i  in 

Time t  in the Formula (4) is: 

     tBtatm jx

N

j

iji 



1

                                                   (6) 

Moreover, if    1,0tBi , then     Njtata jiij ,....2,1,0   

The state of Node i  can be judged in the Formula (5), if the node is infected in Time 

t  and will turn to health in next time period, then the node has been immunized and is in 

immune state now, among them figure r  randomly selected in the range of  1,0 is 

supposed to compare with  [10]
. 

If  tBi  equals to 1,  1tBix  equals to 0, and   0 r , 0rg  in the Formula 

(5), namely the Node i  is infected in the time t , and it will get immunization and turn to 

health in the time 1t . Beyond that, all other statuses suppose to be 0yg , which 

means Node i  is in the pre-immune state. 

 tB  refers to the ratio of healthy nodes to the total nodes at the time t  in the 

complex network system,  tP  refers to the ratio of infected nodes to the total nodes at 

the Time t in the complex network system,  tE refers to the ratio of immunized nodes 

to the total nodes at the Time t in the complex network system, the computing methods 

of the ratio are: 
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      1 tRtItB                                                     (9) 

 

2.2. Propagation Model of Acquaintance Immune Mechanism 

(1) Acquaintance immune mechanism 

Acquaintance immune mechanism refers to the selection of some specific-proportion 

nodes stochastically in the complex network system, and then the immunization of one 

neighboring nodes randomly chosen from the above-mentioned nodes. The introduction 

of the acquaintance immune mechanism into this model will also lead to the three statuses 

of node mentioned above, and the transformation relations of this three statuses is 

presented in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3. Acquaintance Immune Transformations 

(2) Propagation model of acquaintance immune mechanism 

The Figure shows that the meaning of the node’s status remains the same as in the 

R-SIR-R Model after the introduction of acquaintance immune mechanism. In this 

designing, the model is defined as propagation model of acquaintance immune 

mechanism, namely R-SIR-A Model. The R-SIR-A Model is established by the 

combination of SIR Model mentioned by the previous scholars in biological epidemiology 

with the propagation model of immune mechanism mentioned above, under the 

presumptions presented as follow: 

①: The complex network would be immunized when the time equals to 0, and as the 

node recover, the node will be immunized at a certain probability based on the SIR Model. 

②: The immunized nodes would not be infected, nor infect the healthy node, 

therefore, after the node being immunized, its connected edges shall be deleted from the 

complex network system. 

On the basis of cellular automation model building, the ASIRR  Model is 

established in accordance with the four model elements therein.  TheC , Q , and V  in 

the model shares the same definitions as in the ASIRR   Model. Then the Status 

Transformation Rules f  in the ASIRR   Model will be defined into two aspects as 

follow: 

Firstly, if time equals to 0, some nodes will be selected from the complex network 

system in the probability P  stochastically, and then one random neighboring nodes 

chosen from the selected nodes will be immunized. 

The Status Transformation Rule ih  of the first section is presented as below: 
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Firstly, the rule of each definition is as follow: 

1iq  Means that the node i  is chosen by the probability P , while 0iq  

means that the node i  is not chosen by probability P . And acting as the unknown 

number stochastically selected in the range of  1,0 , r  is supposed to compare with 

the Probability P to assure whether the Node i  is chosen or not. 

1iq  Means that the Node i is chosen and a neighboring node of Node i  will be 

selected for immunizing treatment. Therefore, the definition of Cellular Field N in the 

model could be shown as: 

Vector Quantity         NjAaaN ijiji ....,2,1,00|00   refers to the 

neighboring condition of Node i  with other nodes when the time equals to 0, Set  0iv  

refers to the neighboring set of Node i when the time is 

0.         00,10|0 Aaajs ijiji  . If   osi , the next node of Node i  shall be 

judged to see if it is chosen or not. If   osi , one element j  shall be selected 

stochastically to be immunized so as to 

0iq  Means that the i  is not chosen, and the judgment shall be continued to 

next node. 

If 0t , there exists following presumptions: 

①: In the process of evolution, infected node is infecting its neighbor nodes in the 

Probability making the    1,00 jrB . a  at any tome period; 

②: Infected nodes are recovering and getting immunized in the Probability   at any 

time period. 

ASIRR   Model shares the same status transformation with RSIRR   Model. 

 tB Refers to the ratio of healthy nodes to the total nodes at the Time t  in the 

complex network system,  tP  refers to the ratio of infected nodes to the total nodes at 

the Time t in the complex network system, and  tE refers to the ratio of immunized 

nodes to the total nodes at the Time t in the complex network system. ASIRR   

Model shares the same results of Formula (7),(8) and (9 ) with RSIRR   Model, 

which is: 
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3. Evolutionary Analysis of Security Risk Propagation under Complex 

Network Background   

(1) Evolutionary Analysis of Security Risk Propagation 

This section emphases on the security risk propagation analysis of the model 

introduced immune mechanism. Figure 4 and Figure 5 describe the security-risk 

propagating trend and affecting scale of the RSIRR   Model and ASIRR   

Model in the networks of NC , ER , WS and BA  respectively, and the parameter 

relations are as follow: 
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Figure 4. The Propagating Trend and Affecting Scale of R-SIR-R Model in the 
NC Network, ER Network, WS Network and BA Network 

 

Figure 5.The Propagating Trend and Affecting Scale of R-SIR-A Model 

Given consideration to the immune mechanism, the security risk propagating trend of 

RSIRR   Model and ASIRR   Model presented by Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows 

that the risk dies out in a slow speed in the NC  Network, which shows that the immune 

mechanism could control the influence of NC  Network’s security risk in a very small 

scale. 

The principle is that the immune mechanism simulates the NC  network into a 

community network in the model, whose structure is featured by internal links counting a 

major part while external links a small part of the network. Therefore, the difficulty of 

security risk propagation contributes to the easy-control of the security risk. However, it is 

difficult to eliminate the security risk as soon as possible due to the common existence 

and consistent propagation of the security risks in every community. 

In other three network topological structures of WSERBA 、、 , the speed of risk 

elimination is WSERBA  , namely an increasing order in accordance with network 

topological structures of WSERBA 、、 . This situation mainly due to that the higher the 

heterogeneity degree distributed in the complex network degree is, the higher the 

possibility of immunization realized by the immune mechanism to higher-degree nodes 

will be. However, as for the extremely high-degree node, which would be easily infected 

by neighbor nodes and infect its neighbor nodes, will significantly influence the 
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propagation of security risk. 

This thesis will continue to analyses the influence of three different community 

network topologies on the security risk propagation. Figure 6 describes the propagating 

trend and affecting scale of security risk of RSIRR   Model in different community 

network topologies. Among which, the parameters are presented as follow: 

  NK 20;1.0;01.0;8.0;3.0   . 

 
 

Figure 6. The Propagating Trend and Affecting Scale of R-SIR-R Model in 
Different Community Networks 

Figure 6 shows that the propagation speed of security risk of RSIRR   Model is 

BAERNC  , which leads to the conclusion that the lower the connectivity 

probability of inner community and inter community in the network topology is, the 

higher the propagation speed of security risk will be. All the infection rates of three 

networks are approach to 0 finally, which means that the stochastic immune mechanism of 

RSIRR   Model resulted in a sound control over the security risk propagation. 

(2) The die-out analysis of security risk propagation in initial stage under the complex 

network background 

The thesis analyses the die-out situation in the initial stage of the security risk 

propagation models of stochastic immune mechanism and acquaintance immune 

mechanism, as well as the relationships between the die-out rate and propagating rate at 

the initial stage of security risk propagation. The Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the relation 

curves between the die-out rate and Propagating Rate   at the initial stage of security 

risk propagation under the RSIRR   Model and ASIRR   Model respectively. 

Among which, the parameters of Figure 7 is   ;20;1.0;01.0 NKy   , and the 

parameters of Figure 8 is   NKp 40;1.0;01.0    
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Figure 7. Relation Curves Between the Die-out Rate and Propagating Rate at 
the Initial Stage of Propagation under R-SIR-R Model 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Relation Curves Between the Die-out Rate and Propagating Rate at 
the Initial Stage of Propagation under R-SIR-A Model 

The Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the die-out condition of the security risk at the initial 

stage of propagation and also lead to the conclusion that the die-out rate is inversely 

proportional to the propagating rate. 

As for the die-out situation of security risk at the initial stage of propagation, the thesis 

reaches to the conclusion that the smaller the Probability a  is, the bigger the Probability 

  will be , namely the bigger the die-out rate will be. Due to the Propagating 

Rate    , it could be concluded that with the increase of propagating rate, the 

die-out rate of security risk at the initial stage of propagation will decrease. By means of 
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increasing the rate  0P , which refers to the rate of infected nodes to all the nodes, in 

different Time t  in the complex network system, Figure 7 and Figure 8 could also 

concluded that the  0P  in different time periods is inversely proportional to the die-out 

rate. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The thesis probes into the safe propagation of complex network after the adoption of 

immune mechanism. On the basis of introducing propagation models of stochastic 

immune mechanism and acquaintance immune mechanism, the thesis analyses the 

security risk propagation and evolution of models under various kinds of network 

topological structures by means of simulation, and the thesis establishes models directly 

in accordance with the rates of infected nodes and healthy nodes to the total nodes 

respectively at different time periods in the complex network system. The establishment 

of immune mechanism model leads to the conclusion that the  0P is inversely 

proportional to the die-out rate. Therefore, the immune mechanism would contribute to 

the reduction of complex network risk issues and the decrease of the security risk rate in 

network propagation. 
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